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BILDER-BINGO (BE)
Bilder-Bingo is based on the fun,
well-known game of observation
and matching. Bilder Bingo contains a pack of 100 cards with
pictures on one side and the corresponding words on the reverse
side, plus 36 bingo boards with
six pictures on one side and the
six corresponding names on the reverse cards,
DIS5816 ...............................................................................Game, $24.95
DAS IST MEINE ARBEIT! (BE)
Das ist meine arbeit! is a board
game base on matching pictures,
words ad sentences. The game
contains 132 cards, a playing
board and dice. Each card has
the name or the picture of a job,
whilst the playing board has a
pathway with the corresponding activities.
DIS5960 ...............................................................................Game, $24.95

BIS-GERMAN (BE)
Bis is a simple, useful and fun card game based on matching pictures and words. A range of
vocabulary items are introduced via lexical sets: food, animals, clothing, means of transport,
household items and daily actions. The game contains 132 cards divided into pictures (red
cards) and words (blue cards).
DIS0739 .................................................................................................................Game, $24.95

WUNDERBAR! (BE)
Wunderbar! is a three-level series for beginning students of German. In this course two very different twins guide young learners on a journey to competence in German language and culture. The colorful, cleverly illustrated interactive material addresses multiple intelligences and makes students' first contact with the German language both easy and entertaining.
Each Student Book: Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 72 pages.
Each Workbook: Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 72 pages, with Audio CD.
Each Flashcard Set: 6" x 9", 96 cards.
Each Teacher’s Guide: Softcover, 8-1/2" x 11", 168 pages, with Audio CD.
Level 1
DIS8237.............................Student Book, $15.95
DIS8244..................Workbook/Audio CD, $7.95
DIS8268..................................Flashcards, $27.95
DIS8251.......Teacher’s Guide/Audio CD, $44.95
DIS8657...............................Digital Book, $69.95
Level 2
DIS5038..............................Student Book, $15.95
DIS8633...................Workbook/Audio CD, $7.95
DIS8619...................................Flashcards, $27.95
DIS7483.......Teacher’s Guide/Audio CD, $44.95
DIS8664...............................Digital Book, $69.95

Level 3
DIS5045..............................Student Book, $15.95
DIS8640...................Workbook/Audio CD, $7.95
DIS7902.......Teacher’s Guide/Audio CD, $44.95
DIS8671...............................Digital Book, $69.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)
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GRUNDLAGE
DEUTSCH 1:
FUNDAMENTALS
OF GERMAN (B)
This book provides
students with a comprehensive review and thorough understanding of the
elements of the German
language. Contains twelve
chapters organized around
related grammar topics
generally covered in a first-year course. Softcover,
8"x10", 112 pages.
ASPR63W .............................................Book, $16.95
ASPR63CD................................Answer Key, $12.95

MUSIC THAT TEACHES GERMAN (B)

Features core vocabulary and structures from
beginning and intermediate curriculums by means
of catchy original tunes and clever, simple lyrics.
The fifteen songs are popular with teachers and
students in elementary and secondary classes
because of their humorous, repetitive lyrics and
variety of musical styles. Each song includes
German lyrics with English translations; target
vocabulary and structures highlighted and
explained; games and creative ideas to extend
songs and language concepts; templates, flashcards and game boards; and illustrated song sheets
for creating individual student songbooks. All pages are fully reproducible!
DOL6101 ................................................................Compact Disk/Book, $31.95

GRUNDLAGE DEUTSCH 3:
FUNDAMENTALS OF
GERMAN (I)
Provides a comprehensive review and thorough
understanding of the elements of the German language, Contains nineteen chapters organized around
related grammar topics generally covered in a thirdyear course. Book 3 contains the design and pedagogical approach of Books 1 and 2. Softcover,
8"x10", 220 pages.
ASPR65W ..........................................Book, $16.95
ASPR65CD.............................Answer Key, $12.95

GRUNDLAGE
DEUTSCH 2:
FUNDAMENTALS OF
GERMAN (I)
Provides a comprehensive
review and thorough
understanding of the elements of the German language, 18 chapters organized around related grammar topics generally covered in a second-year
course. Book 2 contains the design and pedagogical
approach of Book 1. Softcover, 8"x10", 228 pages.
ASPR64W .............................................Book, $16.95
ASPR64CD............................... Answer Key, $12.95

Teaching and Testing Materials
THE WHITE ROSE
STUDY GUIDE & TEACHER
RESOURCE MANUAL
The White Rose Study Guide is a
two-part resource manual designed to
supplement instruction by engaging
students in relevant and authentic
activities. (Part 1 is for the book by
Inge Scholl and Part 2 is for the
Michael Verhoeven film.) The units
provide exercises for vocabulary development, questions to assess comprehension, short tests, puzzles,
games and suggestions for projects. In addition, these materials
provide biographical, cultural, geographic and historical information that address the goals of interdisciplinary and multi-cultural
education. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 50 pages.
TL426 .........................................................................Book, $19.95
TL426CD ...................................................... Book on CD, $15.00
TL426DL ...............................................Download (PDF), $13.95
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EMIL UND DIE DETEKTIVE
STUDY GUIDE
A resource manual designed to supplement
the original text by engaging students in
relevant, fun activities for each chapter.
Units provide exercises for vocabulary
development, questions to assess comprehension, puzzles, games and suggestions
for projects. In addition to focusing on
vocabulary and content, these materials
provide biographical, cultural, geographic
and historical information that addresses the goals of interdisciplinary
and multicultural education. The Web sites at the end of the book
document the sources of the information contained in the manual and
provide links to additional information. There is also a short quiz for
each chapter. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 70 pages.
TL421 ...............................................................................Book, $19.95
TL421CD ............................................................ Book on CD, $15.00
TL421DL .....................................................Download (PDF), $13.95

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal

SLM12
SLM10
SLM8
SLM9
SLM11
SLM3
SLM999

LANG-O-LEARN FLASHCARDS
Each card set features bright, colorful, and current photographic images for teaching basic language skills. Cards
are labeled on the reverse. Durable cardstock with glossy,
protective varnish. Each card measures 4-3/4"x3-1/4".
SLM2 Animal .............................30 Card Set, $12.99
SLM7 Body Parts......................... 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM4 Clothing ............................ 20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM5 Everyday Objects ........... 50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM1 Food..................................50 Card Set, $19.99
SLM13 Fruits & Vegetables ..........20 Card Set, $9.99
SLM6 Insects & Bugs .................20 Card Set, $9.99
Occupations...................................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
On the Farm ..................................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
Pets ................................................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
Sea Life ..........................................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
Shapes & Colors ...........................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
Vehicle ...........................................................................20 Card Set, $9.99
...................................................................................... All 13 Sets, $149.99

GERMAN LANGUAGE
FLASHCARDS (B)

These flashcards contain illustrations
of objects and scenes which portray the
most commonly taught subjects during
the first year of any foreign language
instruction. The back of each card
identifies the object in English Spanish,
French, German, Italian, Russian, and
Japanese. Includes the following topics:
classroom objects, school subjects,
numbers, house, family, occupations,
foods and table setting, parts of the
body, clothing, time, colors, weather and
seasons, days and months, sports and
recreation, means of trans- portation,
animals, shops, and places in town.
Includes Digital Version on DVD with
Reference Guide.
EMC64781.........Box of 400 Laminated
Cards $299.95

101 QUICK
& EASY
VOCABULARY
EXERCISES (B-I)
Stretch vocabularies, develop
creativity, use
German and have
fun! Quick exercises to supplement
your beginning
and intermediate
German class lessons. Started with class and
teachers together and then filled in by
students. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 62 pages.
TL352 .........................................Book, $24.95
TL352CD ...................... Book on CD, $19.95
TL352DL ...............Download (PDF), $17.95

BIG PHOTO FLASHCARDS
New images, bigger-than-ever cards,
updated word lists – everything you
asked for! Flash-cards and bingo games
with 32 topic-related vocabulary words.
The flashcards are a full 8"x11" with
vocab in English, Spanish, French and
German, plus a blank space to add your
own language on the back. We've even included a reproducible study sheet
for the students.
TDE1411 Animals ...............................................................................$21.95
TDE1401 Body Parts...........................................................................$21.95
TDE1405 Classroom Nouns ...............................................................$21.95
TDE1408 Clothing ..............................................................................$21.95
TDE1520 Family .................................................................................$21.95
TDE1407 Food .................................................................................... $21.95
TDE1409 Fruit......................................................................................$21.95
TDE1412 Household............................................................................$21.95
TDE1402 Professions...........................................................................$21.95
TDE1522 Season & Weather ..............................................................$21.95
TDE1521 Time .....................................................................................$21.95
TDE1404 Transportation ....................................................................$21.95
TDE6000 Set of All 12.......................................................................$239.00

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484
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Multi-Media Materials
WILLKOMMEN

Get to know the most important aspects
regarding the culture of German speaking countries, whilst also consolidating
and improving language skills. An
extremely useful volume to accompany
any course book. Includes 60 min.
Audio CD. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 144
pages.
DIS1482 .......Book/Audio CD, $22.95
DIS2236 ......Teacher's Guide, $10.95

ENTDECKUNGSREISE D-A-CH (I)
Intermediate Cultural Reader
(Germany-Austria-Switzerland) This
up-to-date 144-page cultural reader
focuses equally on all three Germanspeaking countries, exploring
various themes such as: Geografie;
Feste und Feiern; Kultur und
Wissenschaft; Natur und Umwelt.
Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 144 pages.
LG063807....................................................................Book, $35.95

60 STUNDEN DEUTSCHLAND
ORIENTIERUNGSKURS (I)
Condensed Cultural Readings about
Germany. This cultural reader focuses
on Germany's culture, history and politics utilizing various text types, includes
an audio CD and workbook. Softcover,
8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.
LG752282......Book/Audio CD, $18.95

DER FALL DER MAUER (I)
Video Reports about the Berlin wall.
Have students explore the momentous
times 25 years ago in Videoreportagen.
Contains worksheets with comprehension exercises. (35 min.) In English.
LG053792..............DVD/Worksheets,
$51.95

Various Teaching Tools
200+ GAMES FOR THE
FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
An excellent book full of games to be played
in any foreign language classroom. Covers body
parts, classroom objects, clothing, countries/
cities, days, months, weather, family, food,
grammar, home, numbers, prepositions/directions, time, alph-abet, animals, colors, commands, conversation, culture, and greetings.
Formerly published as 100+ Games and 100+
More Games for the Foreign Language
Classroom. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 64 pages.
CAR3529 ..................................................................................Book, $19.95
CAR3529DL ........................................................Download (PDF), $14.95
ALPHABET SOUP Foreign Language Game
Book K-12, Monolingual, Friendly
Packed with fun games and activities with
examples in English, German, French and
Spanish! Covers 26 subject categories: colors,
numbers, food, weather, time, house, town, professions, and more! With adaptations for over
100 common children's games, 20 matching
card game instructions, and more! Paperback,
8-1/2"x11", 96 pages.
CAR504 .......................................Book, $14.95
CAR504DL .........................................................Download (PDF), $12.95
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GERMAN TEACHER'S
BOOK OF LISTS
A valuable resource for the German
classroom, this collection includes
over 100 reproduciblepages filled
with ideas, activities, information,
certificates, vocabulary, recipes and
much more.
TL64 ........................Reproducible
Masters, $24.95
TL64CD ...........................................Book on CD, $19.95
TL64DL ....................................Download (PDF), $17.95
COGNATE FRENZY
AUF DEUTSCH
This game is filled with
first-year level vocabulary and pop culture
items, as well as hundreds of cognates to
help your students realize how much German
they already know just by knowing their own English language! The game includes two vocabulary lists with translations of all cards for any words your students may not know
right off the bat. Glossy cardstock in a storage box.
TDG652..............................................................Game, $44.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576

WIR PACKEN UNSEREN
KOFFER (B)
In this entertaining game
players pack a suitcase using
all the items on a list. The
game helps students learn,
practice and correctly use
words associated with clothing and accessories.
Contains: a deck of 66 photo-cards, a deck of 66 cards with
clues and scores, an hourglass and instructions.
DIS9280.......................................................................Game, $24.95
DER PLANET STEHT
AUF DEM SPIEL (B-I)
A card game with an illustrated playing board. Players
must move along a path that
contains information about an
eco-friendly lifestyle (recycling, energy conservation,
eco-friendly consumption) in
order to reach the finish square. Contains: a playing board, a die,
60 photo cards, 72 game cards, and an instruction booklet.
DIS2884.......................................................................Game, $24.95
GERMAN PHOTO BINGO
The bingo games are 8"x11" and
include 36 fullcolor game cards.
Bingo images are over 1" square
and have the classic "free space"
in the middle. Great for reinforcement! All are made with environment-friendly cardstock and
include a reclosable plastic envelope for storage.
TDG556 Animals ............$24.95
TDG546 Body Parts .......$24.95
TDG550 Classroom Nouns .......................................$24.95
TDG553 Clothing ......................................................$24.95
TDG586 Family .........................................................$24.95
TDG552 Food ............................................................$24.95
TDG554 Fruit ............................................................$24.95
TDG557 Household ...................................................$24.95
TDG547 Professions ..................................................$24.95
TDG588 Season & Weather .....................................$24.95
TDG587 Time .............................................................$24.95
TDG549 Transportation ............................................$24.95
TDG5000 Set of All 12 ............................................$269.00
BINGO CHIPS
A package of approximately
300 bingo chips.
SDL500 .........................$4.95

DIE WELT DER TIERE
(B-I)
In this card game players must
recognize and collect the most
number of animals, divided
into categories. Photographic
playing cards and bingo grids
are used in the bingo game
and for other group games,
encouraging learning, revision and the correct use of basic German.
Contains: 66 photographic cards, 36 grids for bingo and other
games, a guide with instructions and suggestions.
DIS2839.........................................................................Game, $24.95
UNTERWEGS
IN DER STADT (B-I)
Unterwegs in der Stadt is a
lively board game based on
the observation of illustrations
related to the city. Students
memorize, learn and develop
their knowledge of lexical sets
connected to urban features,
shops, places in town and services, means of transport, road signs and
road safety, all in a very engaging way. Contains: 132 cards divided
into 6 packs, a playing board, a die, and a teacher's booklet.
DIS6035 .........................................................................Game, $24.95
WIE GEHT'S? (B-I)
A card game with an illustrated
playing board. Players have to
reach the finish line by overcoming a series of trials relating to the body, well-being,
and a healthy lifestyle, such
as simple physical exercise.
Contains: A playing board,
a numbered die, a die with colored faces (yellow, blue, orange,
purple, red, green), 132 game cards divided into six categories,
and an instruction booklet containing ideas for extra activities.
DIS2785..........................................................................Game, $24.95
DEUTSCHMEISTERSCHAFT (B-I)
Test your knowledge of
German and German-speaking
countries with this exciting
game which expands the
student's language learning
experience through questions
concerning culture, traditions,
geography, the environment, idioms and leisure activities. Contains
an illustrated board, 2 decks of 66 cards (2 levels of difficulty),
60 colorful stickers, a die and instructions.
DIS3745........................................................................Game, $24.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com
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TAGESABLAUF-DOMINO (B-I)
Tagesablauf-Domino is a fun and engaging
game that presents the daily actions of the
likeable character, Granny Fixit, from the
moment she wakes up to the moment she
goes to bed. The aim of the game is to
match the pictures and sentences conjugating the verb in the correct form. The game
contains 48 domino cards divided in two
parts: each card has an illustration on the left-hand side and a description on
the right-hand side.
DIS5861…..........................................................................................Game, $24.95
SUPER BISGERMAN (B)
Super Bis is
an effective
and fun card
game, based
on matching
questions and
answers. The
game contains 132 cards divided in questions (red cards) and answers (blue cards). Each
card presents a fun, illustrated situation and a
sentence (question or answer).
DIS5915.............................................Game, $24.95
DIE INSEL DER
PRAPOSITIONEN (B)
In this game players are
asked to identify the
characters and objects in
the illustration. In doing
so they develop an understanding of the use of
prepositions and accompanying articles. Contains a colorful board with an illustration of the island, a deck of 66 cards, 60 coins, instructions,
solutions and suggestions for further activities.
DIS3646 ......................…......................................Game, $24.95
BAU DEN
SATZ
(B-I)
This entertaining game helps
students learn
and use verb
forms and tenses. Players also
develop vocabulary and language skills associated
with expressions of time. Contains a colorful playing
board, 66 cards, dice and instructions.
DIS6760..................................................Game, $24.95
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SPIEL DEINE
ROLLE
Instruction booklet
with notes and
teaching suggestions
included.
DIS8961.............5"x7",
Set of 75 cards in a
storage case, $29.95

WER IST ES?
GERMAN CARD GAME (B)
Wer ist es? is the perfect game to
get kids describing what people look
like, what they like to do, and where
they are from. Our teacher-designed
game features a cast of 25 global
characters hand-drawn by students
like yours! English, German.
Beginning. Two players or teams.
66 laminated cards in an acrylic
box. Cards measure approximately 3”x 2”.
TDG930...................Game, $18.50
LASST UNS EINKAUFEN!
(B)
In this game the players try to
be the first to purchase all the
items on their shopping list.
The game can also be played
as a bingo game. Contains
66 cards showing food and
drink, 36 shopping lists that
can also be used as bingo cards, instructions, suggestions for
further activities, quizzes, recipes and figures of speech related
to food.
DIS3691 ........................................................................Game, $24.95

KETTENFRAGEN (B-I)
A game in which players match
answers with the appropriate questions
as quickly as possible. The person
who first gets the correct answer, reads
the next question. This fast, fun game
has 2 decks of 66 cards and an instruction manual with rules of play, suggestions for other activities, Internet sites
and tongue twisters. Great for building vocabulary, practicing questions and
verb forms, and developing communication skills through mini-dialogues.
DIS4729 .....................................................................................Game, $24.95

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)

DIE RUNDREISE (B-I)
In Die Rundreise, players can develop their knowledge of Germanspeaking countries by simulating an
actual trip. The game consists of a
board that maps out a route through
Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
The "travelers" learn about cities and
points of interest as well as customs
and festivals. There are 2 decks of 66 cards that contain questions about
grammar, geography, idioms, vocabulary, history and riddles. The
instruction manual contains rules, suggestions for other activities, information about cities and Internet sites.
DIS4675 ...................................................................................Game, $24.95

LASST UNS
FEIERN! (B-I)
Lasst uns feiern! is a
game of dominoes that
helps make learning
verb forms fun. It also
develops students'
vocabulary and familiarizes them with
aspects of German culture using the theme of a free time
activity: a garden party. The game consists of 48 domino
pieces and an instruction booklet including the rules and
ideas for further activities.
DIS4774 ...........................................................Game, $24.95

FRAGEN UND ANTWORTEN
(B-I)
This game is designed to help
students learn and practice interrogative pronouns and adjectives. It consists of a brightly colored poster of
an amusement park, cards with pictures of the people and things in the
park and dice with question words.
The instructions include suggestions and ideas for using the game in class.
Contains 1 poster, 1 die, 66 cards and instructions.
DIS1673 ..................................................................................Game, $24.95

VERBEN BINGO
(B)
This game is designed
to provide review
and practice of verbs
included in basic
vocabulary. Students
are asked to match
written words with the
appropriate pictures. Accompanying instructions provide
suggestions for variations of the game. Contains 66 cards,
36 game boards and instructions.
DIS1772 ...........................................................Game, $24.95

WER IST DAS? (B)
The aim of thiscard game is to
teach and/or review the vocabulary involved in describing
people. Each player draws a
card with the description of a
person on it. The other players
must then ask yes/no questions
to figure out the identity of the
mystery person. The accompanying instructions provide suggestions
for many variations of the game. Contains 2 packages of 33 cards
and instructions.
DIS1727 ...........................................................................Game, 24.95

DAS GROßE SPIEL
DER VERBEN (B-I)
A great game to help conjugate
verbs. Each student chooses a
card showing a verb in the
infinitive, throws 3 dice (pronouns, tense deter-miners, verbal forms), then builds a sentence according to the outcome.
132 cards, 3 dice, Teacher's Guide.
DIS8091 .........................................................................Game, $24.95

SCHNITZELJAGD
DEUTSCH (B)
How much do
students know about
Germany, Austria and
Switzerland? Teach them
about people, places,
products and points of
interest while building
language skills. Contains 66 photgraphic cards and
instructions.
DIS9334................................................................Game, $24.95
DAS
BRUNNENSPIEL (B)
An exciting board game
aimed at beginning students to practice cases
after prepositions. An
effective combination of
language ability, risk,
and luck. There are 100
playing cards: 76 cards containing phrases to complete and 24
cards with the prepositions to be used. A box contains: board,
100 cards, counters, teacher's guide. (Limited Quantities.)
DIS7489..............................................................................$29.95

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal
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COMMON SENSE
RULES
GERMAN MINI-POSTER SET
Sei pünktlich. Mach deine Arbeit gut. Remind students of basic classroom rules with this set of 15 mini-posters. 15 posters. 13” x 9”.
Cardstock.
TDY335.....................................................Bulletin Board Set, $33.95

CLASSROOM RULES IN
GERMAN
Six signs printed on 8-1/2"x11"
card stock set the tone and
standards for your classroom.
Use positive messages to let
students know what you
expect.
TL48 ...............................$6.95
REVOLUTIONÄRE
FRAUEN MINIPOSTER SET
Angela Merkel,
Marlene Dietrich,
Sophie Scholl… the
names of these influential women can conjure
up strong emotions
when they are mentioned. What better way to inspire your students than to remind your class of these six
revolutionary women? Each German-speaking female made astounding achievements,
showed incredible strength, and contributed
immensely to society. Each poster details the
woman’s name and contribution, plus her
country of birth. Set of six posters,
13” x 19” each. Cardstock.
TDY339....................Set of 6 Posters, $26.50

DAS HAUSHOUSEHOLD
NOUNS GERMAN
CHART
All-German chart
shows the rooms of a
house and the objects
in them. 36” x 24”.
Laminated.
TDP2385 .............................................................Chart, $22.00
CONNECTING
WORDS GERMAN
SIGN SET
When students
can make simple
sentences, they're
ready for the next
step: words to tie
those short pieces together or to express more complex
thoughts! Post and use the most common connectors to help
students make the jump from Novice to Intermediate-level.
Twelve 7” x 19” posters. Cardstock.
TDP2618 ...............................................Set of 12 Signs, $36.00

GERMAN CLASSROOM PHRASES
BULLETIN BOARD SET
Whether they're requesting that you
speak more slowly, announcing their
"Aha!" moment, or posing the #1 question of students everywhere—"Can I go
to the bathroom?"—these easy-to-read illustrated signs help keep students in the target
language! Twelve 7” x 19” posters. Cardstock.
TDP2178.....................................................................................Set of 12 Posters, $37.00

MORE CLASSROOM RULES IN GERMAN
Six new signs printed on 8-1/2"x11" card stock
give standards for behavior and study skills.
Posting your expectations in German is true
authentic instruction!
TL101 ........................................................$6.95

ASKING FOR WORDS
AND MEANINGS GERMAN POSTER
Students will need to ask for the meanings of German words
that are new to them, and the German words for what they
want to say—make sure they use German for both of these
common questions! 13” x 38”. Laminated.
TDP2625 .......................................................................................................................................Poster, $15.00
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Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484

GERMAN
DIRECTIONS SIGNS
Some say no matter where
you are, you’re never more
than three feet from a spider!
Talk about direction words
using a situation that shows
how important they are.
Seventeen pieces, 13” x 10”
each. Cardstock.
TDP2366..........................................................Set of 17 Signs, $45.00

QUESTION
WORDS
GERMAN
SIGNS
What's stopping
you from posting
the interrogatives? When will you get around to it? How will kids learn these
important words if you don't get this set? Who else will teach
them? OK, OK, we'll stop with the questions—but wait, one more!
Where are you going to hang these? Six 7” x 19” posters.
Cardstock.
TDP2159....................................................Set of 6 Posters, $29.00

DER KÖRPER POSTER
Der Kopf, die Schulter, das
Knie, die Zehe—teach the
parts of the body with a fun
"old-timey" beach theme!
19” x 27”. Laminated.
TDP2289......Poster, $22.00

GREETINGS
GERMAN
BULLETIN
BOARD SET
Say Guten Tag!
to your students
with this bulletin
board set. Includes eight greetings and phrases in German. Eight
19” x 6” posters. Cardstock.
TDY344....................................................Set of 8 Posters, $24.95

Miscellanea
WELCOME TO THE GERMAN CLASSROOM KIT
Everything you need to add color and culture to your German classroom! Kit
contains: (2) MIL600 German Super Stickers (125 count); (1) PKG32 Flag of
Germany (4"x6") with base; (1) MIL602 German Borders; (3) TDW186
German is terrific Pencils (36 pencils total) and (1) TL48 Classroom Rules in
German and (1) TL101 More Classroom Rules in German.
TL466.............................................................................Classroom Kit, $49.95

GERMAN PHOTOGRAPHIC BORDERS
Motivate and inspire students with these new bulletin board borders. Sure to brighten any classroom. Each border measures 3"x 40". There
are 12 identical borders per pack, for a total of 40 feet.
MIL602....................................................Borders, $12.95
DEUTSCH IST KLASSE!
BLEISTIFTE
Show students your love of German. One
dozen No. 2 pencils.
TDW186.............German Pencils, $3.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY
GERMAN STICKERS
recognize students
birthdays with colorful
stickers! Three sheets
of 20 assorted full color
stickers, for a total of 60
stickers. Each round
sticker measures over
one inch across.
TDE1865...60 Stickers,
$1.49

SEINOSAURUS GERMAN STICKERS
Hand out friendly dinosaurs with praise using the German
verb sein! Stickers feature a T-rex that says, "You're nice!"
a stegosaurus that says, "You're intelligent!" and more.
Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total
of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures 1"x1".
TDE1861................................................60 Stickers, $1.49
HASHTAG
GERMAN
STICKERS
Your students love to
categorize their tweets
and facebook posts
with hashtags. Now
you can tag their work
as #wunderbar and
#fantastisch! Three
sheets of 20 assorted
full-color stickers, for
a total of 60 stickers.
Each rectangular
sticker measures
approximately
1 x 1 inch.
TDE1862...............60
Stickers, $1.49

UNSER KALENDER
Practice days of the week, months of the
year and weather on a daily basis with this
fun classroom calendar in German. The calendar is laminated for write-on, wipe-off
use. 23"x16".
MIL601.............................Kalender, $14.95
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FRÖHLICHE
WEIHNACHTEN
STICKERS
Large 1" in diameter circular
stickers. Package contains
125 stickers.
MIL604............125 Stickers,
$6.95

GERMAN SUPER STICKERS
Large 1" in diameter circular stickers. Package
contains 25 each of the 5 following expressions:
Sehr Gut!; Gute Arbeit!; Großartig!; Fantastisch!;
Klasse!
MIL600 .........................German Stickers, $6.95

SIGHTS OF
GERMANY
STICKERS
From
Neuschwanstein
to the skyline
of Cologne at
night, these
German praise
word stickers
are full of
beautiful sights!
Three sheets of
20 assorted full
color stickers,
for a total of 60 stickers. Each sticker
measures over 1" across.
TDE1700................60 Stickers, $1.49

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com

TXT MSG
GERMAN
STICKERS
Since your
students love
to abbreviate
things and are
always trying to
be funny, they
are sure to love
getting a "lamito" (Lach mich
tot.) or a
"GGG" (Ganz
großes Grinsen)
from you.
Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color
stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each
round sticker measures approximately
1 inch across.
TDE1883.....................60 Stickers, $1.49

TEARS OF JOY
GERMAN STICKERS
This popular Internet
meme face tells students
you’re shedding tears of
joy on their papers!
Three sheets of 20
assorted full-color stickers, for a total of 60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures
approximately 1 x 1 inch.
TDE1882..................................................................................................60 Stickers, $1.49

GERMAN FAN
Big beautiful 3ft. x 6ft. nylon pleated
German fan. Fully sewn with
canvas header and brass grommets.
Perfect to decorate your classroom.
PK331...................German Fan, $49.95

BELIEVE GERMAN STICKERS
El chupacabra says, "Be Yourself,"
unicorns say, "You Are Magical,"
and Bigfoot says, "Nothing Is
Impossible!" Who would know
better about the power of believing
in oneself than these guys? Three sheets of 20 assorted full-color stickers, for a total of
60 stickers. Each rectangular sticker measures approximately 1 x 1 inch.
TDE1884..................................................................................................60 Stickers, $1.49
FLAGS OF GERMANY
Desk or wall flags to create "atmosphere" in
the classroom. Brightly colored nylon on
ebonized staff with gilt
spear. Base is also ebonized.
PKG-32 .........4"x6" Flag w/Base, $4.95

LARGE FLAGS OF GERMANY
Bring culture and color to your classroom.
Decorate with a full size flag of Germany.
PK300 .......................2 ft. x 3 ft, $19.95
PK400 ......................3 ft. x 5 ft., $26.95

SMILE GERMAN
STICKERS
Give your students something to smile about! Five
sheets of 20 assorted fullcolor stickers, for a total of
100 stickers. Each round
sticker measures approximately one inch across.
TDE2069......100 Stickers,
$2.50

PASSPORT STAMP
GERMAN STICKERS
Stickers feature the flags
of five German-speaking
countries: Germany,
Austria, Belgium,
Switzerland, and
Luxembourg. Five sheets
of 20 assorted full-color stickers
for a total of 100 stickers. Each
round sticker measures approximately one inch across.
TDE2076......................................................100 Stickers, $2.50

Call toll free to place your order
1-800-Applause (277-5287)

OMBRE DOT
GERMAN STICKERS
Toll! 960 stickers with
a hand-colored ombre
design. Stickers feature four
different positive affirmations. 960 half-inch stickers.
TDE2063........960 Stickers,
$7.99

SWEET SUCCESS
GERMAN STICKERS
Students savor their success
when you reward them with
stickers featuring German
sweets! Five sheets of 20
assorted full-color stickers,
for a total of 100 stickers.
Each round sticker measures
approximately one inch
across.
TDE2066..........100 Stickers,
$2.50
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Dictionaries and Books
LAROUSSE POCKET
GERMAN/ENGLISH
ENGLISH/GERMAN DICTIONARY
With over 32,000 references and 45,000
trans-lations, this dictionary provides generous coverage of everyday German and
includes a summary of the recent reforms
that have been introduced to simplify and
standardize German spelling. Softcover,
4-1/4"x7", 832 pages.
LKC061 ...........................................$6.95

ELI-BILDERWORTERBUCHDEUTSCH
Colorful, authentic and intuitive this
picture dictionary is ideal to help
students learn or review basic vocabulary. Relevant situations, direct connection between words and pictures,
and free online audio version and
entertaining digital exercises make
learning fun. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11",
96 pages.
DIS4611..................................$14.95

ELI BILDWORTER DEUTSCH
This volume offers 85 illustrated themed
pages to introduce topics like home, family, school and work, as well as general
topics such as the environment and
astronomy. Includes Online Digital Book
containing the recording of all words to
practice pronunciation, the audio of all
dialogues and digital activities for each
situation. Vinyl cover, 8-1/2" x 12", 160
pages.
DIS7063 ............................Book $21.95

WECHSELSPIEL JUNIOR —
BILDER UND MEHR
Arbeitsblätter für junge Anfänger
It's just what you've been asking
for: more partner activities, this
time at a slightly younger level
than Wechselspiel. They're mostly
picture oriented and fun for all
ages. 128 pages.
LG499736 ................Book, $45.95

GRAMMATIK &
KONVERSATION (B-I)
105 photocopiable worksheets on
key grammar subjects take different
student interests into consideration
and guarantee varied lessons. The
worksheets are suitable both for the
basic level and for consolidation with
more advanced students. Paperback,
8-1/2"x11", 128 pages.
LG494777 ....................Book, $43.95

GRAMMATIK &
KONVERSATION 2
For advanced students and
similar in design to Grammatik &
Konversation. Photocopiable worksheets contain a varied range of
exercises to suit different aptitude
levels, and interesting range of
subjects. Paperback, 8-1/2"x11",
128 pages.
LG494874 .................Book, $43.95

DAS A UND O DER
REDEWENDUNGEN
Quintessential German Expressions.
The book contains approximately 500
typical expressions used in everyday
German, organized by topic into nine
chapters. It has a double-page structure: the left-hand page contains and
explains the expressions, as well as
providing examples and illustrations.
The right-hand page contains appropriate exercises based on interesting,
everyday situations. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 128 pages.
LG582026.................................................................Book, $37.95
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IDIOMATISCHE
REDEWENDUNGEN
VON A-Z
600 everyday idiomatic phrases,
with examples of use and e
xplanations. Softcover, 6"x8-1/2",
160 pages. Level A2-B1.
LG063760…............Book, $24.95

TREFFPUNKT D-A-CH
CULTURAL READER AND
EXERCISE BOOKLET
The Landeskundeheft is a cultural
reader that provides information
on various topics about Germany,
Austria and Switzerland. For example, students learn about food, sports
and art. Softcover, 8"x11", 48 pages.
LG969904 ....................Book, $10.95
TREFFPUNKT D-A-CH
LANDESKUNDEHEFT 2
Softcover, 8"x11", 48 pages.
LG472367…................................................................Book, $10.95
TREFFPUNKT D-A-CH
LANDESKUNDEHEFT 3
Softcover, 8"x11", 48 pages.
LG472565…................................................................Book, $10.95

LAND & LEUTE D-A-CH
The second in our series of
authentic Landeskunde DVDs,
also featuring 12 short 3-5
minute clips introducing
students to various aspects of
the German-speaking world.
One-page color worksheets and
transcripts accompany each clip
and can be printed from the
DVD-ROM. Among the topics:
a portrait of the Weimar, the
production of Steinway pianos, an alpine hut on the
Matterhorn, Sacher Torte, Meißener porcelain, the Lorelei
and how sauerkraut is made. 48 min.
LG495373….........................................DVD-ROM, $59.95

BILDERBOGEN D-A-CH
Authentic clips from German TV on DVD-ROM. The Bilderbogen D-A-CH DVD-ROM
features 12 short, authentic city and landscape portraits, interviews, and historical facts—
each approximately 3-5 minutes in length—which paint a lively picture of Germany,
Switzerland and Austria. Two-page color worksheets and transcripts accompany each clip
and can be printed directly from the DVD-ROM. Topics include: bicycling in Berlin,
Maibaumkraxeln in Bavaria, hang-gliding at Schloss Neuschwanstein, Mozart and the
city of Salzburg and the production of Emmentaler cheese. 50 min.
LG495083…..........................................................................................DVD-ROM, $59.95

FRITZ
ABENTEUER
IN AMERIKA
(B)
Meet Fritz, a
10-year-old
German mouse
who travels to
the United
States to spend
a year in
Bangor, Maine,
with Peter, an American mouse, and his
family. A likable Lederhosen-wearing
mouse, Fritz does all the typical things
American kids do, like going to the mall
and the beach. Fritz likes soccer and is
annoyed by chatty girls. Designed to be
read in the first year of German class,
with chapter content questions and a complete vocabulary list in the back of the
book. Softcover, 5"x7", 62 pages.
TDB2837 ...............................Book, $7.95

BRIEFE
AN SUSIE
(I)
Peter (an
American
mouse) visits Germany
and stays
with Fritz in
Munich.
The two go
to school,
but also travel throughout Germany
and experience different aspects of
German culture. The reader is written
entirely in the past tense, since this is
an important grammar point taught in a
second-year German class. Each chapter in Briefe an Susie includes content
questions, and there is a complete
German-English glossary at the end of
the book. Softcover, 5"x7", 62 pages.
TDB3269 ..........................Book, $7.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484

21 MINIGESCHICHTEN
Twenty-one short,
short stories in
the present tense
engage teen readers
with one-page topical tales! Thorough
(written and oral)
discussion questions
follow each chapter
and ensure a beginning student's complete understanding of the
story and dialogue. Use each as a filler lesson,
or wrap a unit around the interaction and
vocabulary. Includes teaching suggestions, a
complete glossary, listed by chapter and is
in the back of the book. Paperback, 5"x7",
58 pages.
TDB4116........................................Book, $8.95
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DIRK UND SEINE
GUTEN IDEEN (B)
School can be boring, but for Dirk it's
really boring. His imagination and the city
of Berlin are his only escape from teachers
that talk too much, sleep too much, yell
too much, and sing too much. Where will
his imagination take him? Paperback,
5" x 7", 60 pages.
CPL407 .............................Book, $6.95

ARME ANNA (B)
The easiest novel that
exists in German–for first
year students. Anna is a
16-year-old girl from a
town in Virginia who
leads a tough life. When
she gets an opportunity to
go to Switzerland, her
view of her life changes
radically. When she gets
home, she sees things
in a different light.
Paperback, 5"x7",
40 pages.
CPL621 .....Book, $6.95
CPL097 ............30 min.
DVD, $19.95

FAST STIRBT ER (B)
An engaging story,
with a taste of romance,
about an American girl
who goes to high
school in Germany and
two German boys, one
nice, one mean. The
mean one turns nice.
Softcover, 5"x7",
48 pages.
CPL443 ....Book, $6.95

PETRA REIST NACH
KALIFORNIEN (B)
Petra is a 15-year-old
girl from the German
island of Rügen who
goes to California as an
exchange student. She
encounters prejudice
at school from a girl
named Debbie. Petra
finds Debbie in a dangerous situation and acts
quickly and decisively
to rescue her. This
incident and what happens later profoundly
affects both girls.
Softcover, 5"x7",
56 pages.
CPL812 ....Book, $6.95

DIRK UND SEINE
GUTEN FREUNDE (B)
Having good friends is important to
everyone. For Dirk, having good friends
is a recipe for disaster. What will Dirk
and his good friends do to become
famous on YouTube? Softcover, 5"x7",
54 pages.
CPL414 ..............................Book, $6.95

DIE REISE SEINES
LEBENS (I)
Sixteen-year-old Karl
Schmidt of Cincinnati,
Ohio, goes to Germany
with his family. He is
the only witness to the
theft of an object of
great monetary and
personal value. The
thief tries to kill him,
but... Softcover, 5"x7",
44 pages.
CPL782 ....Book, $6.95

MEIN EIGENES
AUTO (I)
The second novel in
an engaging series for
second-year students.
Seventeen-year-old Ben
craves a car. His parents
promise him one if he'll
spend the summer in
Turkey rebuilding houses of earthquake victims. He doesn't want to
but decides it's worth it
to get a car. When he
returns to Michigan, he
makes an unexpected
decision. Softcover,
5"x7", 70 pages.
CPL898 ....Book, $6.95

NEW GERMAN READERS
A new lively series of German Readers. Each book: Paperback, 6"x8", 56 pages.
Level 1
Level 2
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Die Sommerferien
LG051125........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Neue Freunde
LG051163........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Einmal Freunde Immer Freunde
LG051132........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Frisch Gestrichen
LG051170........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Neu in Der Stadt
LG051149........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Kolja Und Die Liebe
LG051187........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Drei Ist Einer Zu Viel
LG051156........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Hier Kommt Paul
LG051194........Book/Audio CD, $13.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576

LEO & CO. READERS
Everyone meets at Leo's where friendships are formed, secrets shared and heartaches mended. People of all
ages and backgrounds are the heroes of these stories with colored illustrations, culturally authentic photos,
glossary and audio-CD. Each story revolves around a dramatic center which explores emotional aspects (for
example love and separation) and various social issues. Additional exercises and cultural information round
out this comprehensive reading program.
Each Book: Paperback, 5-1/2"x8-1/2", 64 pages.

Ein Hundeleben (Level 1)
LG465079….........................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95
Miss Hamburg (Level 1)
LG465017 ............................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95
In Gefahr (Level 2)
LG465093….........................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95
Oktoberfest-Und Zuruck (Level 2)
LG465086…..........................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95
Liebe Im Mai (Level 2)
LG465031 ..............................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95

Schöne Ferien (Level 2)
LG497490 .............................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95
Der Jaguar (Level 2)
LG497506 .............................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95
Große Gefühle (Level 2)
LG497520 .............................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95
Unter Verdacht! (Level 2)
LG497537 .............................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95
Speed Dating(Level 3)
LG465109…..........................................Book/Audio CD, $15.95
Hinter Den Kulissen (Level 3)
LG465055 .............................................Book/Audio CD, $14.95

EASY READERS SERIES II (I-A)
This series involves award-winning authors of German young adult fiction, each taking one of his or her
most popular books and adapting it for language learners. The result is a high-interest text which speaks
to the adolescent, yet, because the adaptation was done by the original author, is not compromised in language, style, content, or theme.
Bitterschokolade
A 15-year-old girl reacts
to her problems by eating, eating, eating, until,
helped by the experience
of a first love, she learns
self-acceptance.
LG967020 .............Text,
112 pages, $13.95

Die Ilse ist weg
Family conflicts form
the background as 15year-old Ilse's family
copes with her sudden
disappearance.
LG497202 ............Text,
103 pages, $13.95

YILDIZ HEIßT STERN
Fifteen-year-old Yildiz, born in Germany to Turkish parents, considers herself
German. She attends German schools, has German friends, even has a German
boyfriend. Her family's fruit and vegetable store serves Turkish and German
customers. Her family is delighted with life in their adopted country, until they
become the target of Neo-Nazi hate crimes and life become a living nightmare.
LG496958.....................................................................Text, 118 pages, $13.95

Web: applauselearning.com
E-mail: info@applauselearning.com

EINE LIEBESGESCHICHTE
Paperback, 4"x7",
48 pages.
LG472930 ........Book/
Audio CD, $11.95

DER FILMSTAR
Paperback, 4"x7",
48 pages.
LG472916..........Book/
Audio CD, $11.95
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GERMAN EASY READERS
Carefully selected works of well-known authors whose original texts have been shortened and simplified without
sacrificing the original style. With manageable structure and controlled vocabulary based on inter-national word
frequency research, they can be understood at various levels. All Books: Paperback, 4-1/2"x7-1/2".
A-books contain about 600 words;
B-books–1,200 words;
C- books–1,800 words; and D-books–2,400 words.
B-Level Books
Die Weiße Rose (Scholl):
Emil und die Detektive (Kästner):
ARC016 ............................. (79 pages) $18.95
ARC247 ............................. (96 pages) $18.95
EMIL UND DIE DETEKTIVE STUDY GUIDE
A resource manual designed to supplement the original text by engaging students
in relevant, fun activities. Units provide exercises for vocabulary development, questions to assess comprehension, puzzles, games and project suggestions. Focuses on vocabulary and content as well as bio-graphical, cultural, geographic and historical information that addresses the goals of interdisciplinary and multi-cultural education.
Web sites at the end of the book document the sources of the information contained in the manual and provide
links to additional information. There is also a short quiz for each chapter. Softcover, 8-1/2"x11", 70 pages.
TL421 .................................................................................................................................................Book, $19.95
TL421CD .............................................................................................................................. Book on CD, $15.00
TL421DL .......................................................................................................................Download (PDF), $13.95

TATORT DAF READERS
These mystery books with audio-CD’s or online audio feature gripping crime stories set in real places in various
German-speaking regions. Cultural information, regional and street maps, and explanations of regional features
are interspersed through the texts. Each story ends with reading and listening comprehension exercises relating
to individual chapters and the story as a whole. For online audio, see password inside book. Each Book:
Paperback, 5-1/2"x8", 48 pages.
Böses Erwachen in Heidelburg
Die Lerche aus Leipzip
LG560437 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
LG560505 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
Das Aug vom Bodensee
Gefährliches Spiel in Essen
LG560390 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
LG560420 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
Das Herz von Dresden
Heiße Spur in München
LG560369 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
LG560444 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
Der Schützenkonig vom Chiemsee
Kalt erwischt in Hamburg
LG560321 ...........................Book/Audio CD, $18.95
LG560413 .....................Book/Online Audio, $15.95
STADT, LAND, FLUSS…
The readers in this series focus on typical German regions and landscapes, colorful illustrations and photos
communicate new vocabulary and bring places to life. Exercises at the end of each story enhance text comprehension and creativity. The readers are ideal practice for sustained reading and discussion of geographic areas,
and cultural aspects of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. The complete audio recordings come as free downloads. For online audio, see password inside book.
Each book: Paperback, 5-1/2"x8", 32 pages.
Abenteuer im Schnee
Gefahr am Strand
LG570122 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
LG570085 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
Blinder Passagier
Spannende Tour im Schwarzwald
LG570054 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
LG569997 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
Der Schatz von Hiddensee
Unheimliches im Wald
LG569973 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
LG570061 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
Dramatische Szenen in Weimar
Wilde Pferde im Münsterland
LG570009 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
LG569980 ...........Book/Online Audio, $13.95
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LESEN UND ÜBEN
A series of graded readers that aim
at increasing learners' linguistic
competence through extensive reading
practice. Stories are either original or
retold classics. The series is graded
according to the linguistic standards set
for each level. Each reader contains activities and illustrations that help students
check and understand the story. Activities
focus on basic grammar structures, as well
as written and oral exercises. Each book
is paperback, 5-1/2"x8", with an audio CD included. Each book is
$18.95; 10 or more. $17.95 each book.
The publisher is transitioning from audio CD included with
each book to online audio. All books that already have online
audio are marked with an asterisk (*) after the title. Please
refer to our website: www.applauselearning.com to check
which format is available.
Item
# Pages Title
Level A1
CID3378 ....64 ......Auf der Suche Nach Toby
CID2197 ....80 ......Das Geheime Rezept
CID5235 ....64 ......Das Geheimnisvolle Foto
CID4306 ....80 ......Diebstahl in Hamburg
CID9791 ....80 ......Eine spezielle Band
CID9455 ....80 ......Emil und die Detektive*
CID6288 ....80 ......Frankenstein
CID9655 ....80 ......Die Nachbarn
CID9814 ....64 ......Der Nussknacker
CID7222 ....80 ......Von Hexen Und Prinzessinnen
Level A2
CID6430 ....80 ......Die Richtige Taste-Johann Sebastian Bach
CID8465 ....80 ......Abenteuer in Lubeck*
CID9462 ....80 ......Alexander Von Humbolt: Abenteurer
Und Entdeker*
CID2203 ....96 ......Die Abenteuer des Barons von Münchhausen

CID4857 ....96 ......Albert Einstein
CID9624 ....96 ......Der Gestiefelte Kater
CID4313 ...112 .....Johann Wolfgang Goethe
CID5242 ....96 ......Liebesgeschichten
CID3385 ....80 ......Mord im Grand Hotel*
CID3392 ....96 ......Sophie Scholl die Weisse Rose
CID6301 ....64 ......Spuren im Schnee
CID8664 ....80 ......Ein Star in Gefahr
CID5922 ....96 ......Tor ohne Grenzen
CID8701 ....80 ......Tristan und Isolde
CID9760 ....96 ......Verfolgung in München
CID8275 ....80 ......Wie im Film
CID6127 ....96 ......Wilhelm Tell
CID4290 ....80 ......Das Haus an den Klippen
CID9914 ....96 ......Kaspar Hauser
CID1740 ..112 ......Peter Schlemihls
wundersame Geschichte
CID1481 ....96 ......Die Rache des Computers
CID1138 ....96 ......Kleider Machen Leute
CID7239 ....96 ......Schachnovelle
Level B1
CID8725 ..112 ......Aus dem Leben eines Taugenichts
CID9784 ....96 ......Faust: das Volksbuch
CID3408 ....96 ......Das Fraulein Von Scuderi
CID4320 ....96 ......Der Golem
CID8458 ..128 ......Jeder Stirbt Fur Sich Allein*
CID9807 ....96 ......Jugend ohne Gott
CID7545 ..160 ......Die Nibelungen
CID6226 ..128 ......Parzival
CID9302 ..112 ......Der Sandmann
CID3393 ....64 ......Der Schimmelreiter
CID4079 ..112 ......Die schwarze Spinne
CID3065 ..112 ......Veronikas Geheimnis
CID8085 ....96 ......Die Verwandlung*
CID6073 ....96 ......Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
CID8954 ..144 ......Effi Briest
CID9876 ..112 ......Eine Geschichte Aus Westfalen
Level B2
CID7927 ....96 ......Das öde Haus

Charge your order to
Visa • Mastercard • Discover • Pay Pal
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Films for the German class, spoken in GERMAN
with optional English subtitles

BARBARA
(2012) 105 min., Hoss,
PG-13. Summer 1980. Barbara,
a doctor, has applied for an exit
visa from the GDR (East Germany).
Now, as punishment, she has been
transferred from Berlin to a small
hospital out in the country, far from
everything. Jorg, her lover from
the West, is already planning her
escape. Outstanding German political and relationship drama.
G239.......................... DVD, $29.95
TL461............Study Guide, $10.95
TL461CD...................Study Guide
on CD, $9.95
TL461DL..Download (PDF) $7.95

BEHIND THE WALL
(2010) 71 min. Inspired by the 20th
anniversary of the fall of the "Berlin
Wall" on November 9th, 2009,
"Behind the Wall" tells the stories
of ordinary people living on both
sides of the Wall and what life was
like for them before, during and
after the Wall fell. All politics being
local, who else but the people who
experienced it could tell us what
it was really like living there?
"Behind the Wall" will explode
some myths and give a special, intimate, personal view of life in Berlin
during those crucial historic years.
G245...........................DVD, $19.95

BYE BYE
GERMANY
(2018)
102 min.,
Frankfurt,
1946.
David Bermann
is determined
to make the
most of the
ravaged postwar era by
recruiting some friends from a displaced
persons camp to sell linens at inflated
prices to unsuspecting Germans. Most of
the group have a simple motivation- to
raise enough money to leave Germany
and move to the United States. But
David has a secret, and the beautiful
American Army investigator Sara Simon
is determined to uncover it. (Not rated,
but if rated would be PG-13.)
G253...................................DVD, $24.95
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BEYOND SILENCE
(1996) 107 min., Link, PG-13.
This inspiring film tells the
story of a child of deaf parents
who discovers her gift for
music. Given a clarinet as a
young girl, Lara grows up
divided between worlds of
sound and silence and tries to
find a place for herself in both.
G149...................DVD, $19.95
TL172.................Study Guide,
$10.95
TL172CD............Study Guide
on CD, $9.95
TL172DL................Download
(PDF) $7.95

A COFFEE IN
BERLIN
(2014) 88 min.,
B&W.
Jan Ole Gerster’s wry
and vibrant feature
debut A Coffee in
Berlin, which swept
the 2013 German
Oscar Awards, paints
a day in the life of
Niko, a twenty-something college dropout going nowhere fast. Niko
lives for the moment as he drifts through the
streets of Berlin, curiously observing everyone
around him and oblivious to his growing status
as an outsider. Shot in timeless black and white
and enriched with a snappy jazz soundtrack,
this slacker dramedy is a love letter to Berlin
and the German Y experience. (Not rated, but
if rated would be R. Contains strong adult
language and sexual situations.)
G242..............................................DVD, $19.95

Fax your order toll free
1-877-365-7484

DAS BOOT
(1981) 150 min.,
Wolfgang Petersen, R.
WWII drama of a
German submarine
crew's fight for
survival.
G103.......DVD, $19.95
TL178.....Study Guide,
$10.95
TL178CD...........Study
Guide on CD, $9.95
TL178DL....Download
(PDF) $7.95

DEUTSCHLAND
83
(2015) 371 min.,
8 Episodes,
Schrader.
Set in divided
Germany in 1983,
during a peak
period for Cold
War tensions
between East
and West. Martin
Rauch, a wide-eyed 24-year-old East
German soldier plucked from obscurity, goes
undercover as a West German soldier for
the East Germany Secret Service. (Episodes
vary from PG-13 to R, depending on language & sexuality.)
G251...............................3-DVD Set, $29.95

GENERATION WAR
(2013) 279 min.
Billed as German "Band of Brothers"
the blockbuster miniseries Generation
War vividly depicts the lives of five
young German friends forced to navigate the unconscionable moral compromises of life under Hitler. Levelheaded, highly decorated officer
Wilhelm goes off to the eastern front
with his sensitive younger brother
Friedhelm. Deeply in love with
Wilhelm is Charlotte, a young nurse who looks forward to serving in the Red Cross. Greta is a talented singer who longs to
become another Marlene Dietrich, while her Jewish boyfriend
Viktor fights for his life while hiding among members of the
Polish Resistance. (Contains brief sexuality, occasional adult
language, and very graphic war scenes.)
G241.............................................................2-DVD Set, $29.95

HOME FROM
HOME: CHRONICLE
OF A VISION
(2016) 230 min.
Set in a dreary, unforgiving
mid-19th century German
village in Hunsrück, Home
From Home captures the
plight of hundreds of thousands of Europeans who
emigrated to faraway South
America to escape the
famine, poverty and despotism that ruled at home.
Edgar Reitz's film is a
heart-wrenching drama and
love story set against the
backdrop of this forgotten
tragedy.
G250.............DVD, $24.95

GOOD BYE LENIN!
(2003) 121 min.,
Wolfgang Becker, R.
Alex's deeply socialist
mother has a heart attack
and falls into a coma after
seeing her son arrested during a street protest against
the German Democratic
Republic. Drastic changes
occur during her sleep as
the wall comes down, the
GDR falls and capitalism enters Berlin. When his
mother wakes up, Alex tries to keep the changes
secret, knowing the shocking truth may send her
back into a coma.
G160 .....................................................DVD, $19.95
TL271........................................ StudyGuide, $10.95
TL271CD.......................Study Guide on CD, $9.95
TL271DL............................Download (PDF), $7.95

LABYRINTH OF LIES

NORTH FACE

PHOENIX

(2013) 123 min., R.
Against the will of his immediate superior, young prosecutor
Johann Radmann begins to
examine the case of a teacher
who has recently been identified
as a former Auschwitz guard.
Radmann soon lands in a web
of repression and denial, but
also of idealization. He oversteps boundaries, falls out with
friends, colleagues and allies,
and is sucked deeper and deeper
into a labyrinth of lies and guilt
in his search for the truth. But
what he ultimately brings to
light will change the country
forever. (Rated R for brief
sexuality.)
G248...................DVD, $24.95

(2008)
121 min., Furmann.
Based on a true story, a
gripping edge-of-yourseat adventure drama
about a 1936 expedition
to climb the most dangerous rock face in the Alps,
the North Face of the
Eiger aka the "Murder
Wall." The Eiger has
never been successfully
climbed and Nazi propaganda urges German
alpinists to vanquish the
mountain for the glory of
the Fatherland.
G219...........DVD, $19.95

(2014) 98 min., Hoss.
This evocative and haunting drama, set in rubblestrewn Berlin in 1945, is
like no other film about
post-World War II
Jewish-German identity.
After surviving
Auschwitz, a former
cabaret singer (Nina
Hoss, in a dazzling, multilayered performance)
has her disfigured face
reconstructed and returns
to her war-ravaged home
city to seek out her
gentile husband, who
may or may not have
betrayed her to the Nazis.
G249.........DVD, $29.95

Mail your order to
Applause Learning Resources, 85 Fernwood Lane, Roslyn, NY 11576
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SILENT
REVOLUTION
(2018) 111 min.
An entire classroom of twelfth
graders in the
Communist-controlled German
Democratic
Republic is traumatized when they discover what is
really happening during the Hungarian
Uprising of 1956. This forbidden information brings them into conflict with
the school and government authorities,
and only by sticking together can they
save one or all members of the class
from persecution. (Not rated, but if
rated would be PG-13.)
G254................................DVD, $24.95

THE STRANGE LITTLE CAT
(2013) 72 min.
In The Strange Little Cat, an
extended family-dinner gathering
becomes an exquisitely layered
confection ready for razor-sharp
slicing. A mother desperately trying not to implode and her
youngest daughter who explodes
constantly form poles between
which sons and daughters, aunts
and uncles, cats and cousins
weave in and around each other
in the tight domestic space of a
middle-class Berlin flat. (Not
rated, but if rated would be G.)
G243.......................DVD, $29.95

THE SISSI
COLLECTION
600 min.
At the age of seventeen,
Romy Schneider became
an international star through
her portrayal of princess
Elisabeth (Sissi) of Austria
in the first of three lavish
films directed by Ernst
Marischka. While she
would go on to work with
some of the most influential and daring European
directors of the era. Schneider will always be remembered by this defining role. Newly restored in 2K, the
"Sissi Trilogy" is presented in its entirety along with
Victoria in Dover, a precursor to the Sissi films, in
which Schneider plays Britain's Princess Victoria.
Includes: Sissi (1955), Sissi, the Young Empress
(1956), Sissi, the Fateful Years of an Empress (1957)
and Victoria in Dover (1954).
G252.............................................5-DVD Set, $39.95

THE WALL
(2013) 108 min., Gedeck.
In this mysterious and riveting
tale of survival, Martina
Gedeck (The Lives of Others)
stars as a woman who finds
herself inexplicably cut off
from all contact by an invisible, unyielding wall surrounding her lodging in the beautiful
Austrian countryside.
Accompanied by her loyal dog,
Lynx, she becomes immersed
in an unpredictable Waldenesque world governed
solely by the laws of nature.
(Not rated, but if rated would
be PG-13.)
G240...................DVD, $19.95

SOPHIE
SCHOLL:
THE
FINAL
DAYS
(2005)
117 min.,
Rothemund.
Real-life
drama, set in
Munich during the waning days of the Nazi regime. As a
member of the White rose resistance
group, Scholl and her brother risk their
lives to disribute subversive pamphlets
to students at Munich University.
G188................................DVD, $29.95
TL373................Study Guide, $10.95
TL373CD.......... Study Guide on CD,
$9.95
TL373DL......Download (PDF), $7.95

THE WAVE
(2008) 102 min., Gansel.
Gripping drama based on
actual events that delves
deep into the fascist mindset. In a controversial
experiment, a teacher
turns his classroom into a
Nazi-style dictatorship.
The situation turns tragic
when the roots of fascism
begin to take hold of the
students. Can the resulting
wave of intimidation and
violence be quelled before
it overtakes the entire
school?
G234...........DVD, $24.95

YOUNG GOETHE
IN LOVE
(2012) 102 min., Stölzl.
Germany 1772- the young
and tumultuous Johann
Goethe aspires to be a poet;
but after failing his law
exams, he is sent by his father
to a sleepy provincial court to
mend his ways. Unsure of his
talent and eager to prove himself, Goethe soon wins the
praise and friendship of his
superior Kestner. But then
Lotte enters his life and nothing is the same as before.
(Brief strong language and
sexual situations.)
G232..................DVD, $19.95
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